The US reporting season: a summary

It is mid-August, we are in the middle of the third quarter and almost at the end of the second quarter
reporting season. The news is dominated by sometimes worrying geopolitical developments (Iran, South
China Sea, Afghanistan), but the stock markets continue their rises to ever new historic highs. On Friday,
Germany‘s leading index, the DAX, broke through the 16,000 index point mark for the first time.
One factor supporting investor sentiment was and still is the positive reporting season. Around 90 %
of the S&P 500 companies have already presented their quarterly results. More than 80 % were able to
surprise positively with their sales and earnings figures. Profits recorded a very strong increase of 100%
compared to the previous year! This was particularly strong in the industrial and consumer cyclical sectors, which were hit hardest by the Corona crisis last year. Here, increases of over 600 % and over 400 %
respectively were recorded. In Europe, there are still some interesting reports to come, especially Austrian
investors are still waiting for some ATX companies.
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DISCLAIMER
This document is a marketing bulletin within the meaning of the Securities Supervision Act (WAG 2018) and is for
informational purposes only. The content provided is therefore not subject to the rules of the WAG which govern
the dissemination of financial analyses.
Although we believe that all analyses as well as forecasts made in this report are based on information and opinions
of reliable sources from third-party suppliers, we do not assume and hereby expressly exclude any liability
for the correctness, completeness and timeliness of the information contained herein.
The information and analyses herein are general in nature and do not take into account the individual needs of
our investors in terms of earnings objectives, tax-situation or risk appetite. The content of this publication shall not
be considered a solicitation, recommendation, or an offer to buy or sell any type of investment instrument under Austrian capital market laws or under capital market laws of other jurisdictions. All concrete investment decisions should
be undertaken with an advisor and should not be based solely on this marketing information.
Note about Performance
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of the future performance of an investment. The performance of the
mutual funds is calculated in accordance with the OeKB method. The performance figures are presented as a
net-performance figure, i.e. fees such as the management fee and other costs charged to the funds are already
included. The figures do not reflect potential initial sales charges or deferred sales charges or taxes such as capital
gains tax or withholding tax. If included, these would lead to lower performance. Notice for investors whose
domestic currencies differ from the fund currency: we want to inform you that the yield may rise or fall due to
currency fluctuations. Please bear in mind that investments in funds bring opportunities as well as risks. The value of
and the return on an investment can rise or fall.
Kathrein Privatbank Aktiengesellschaft does not act as tax advisor and hereby expressly excludes any liability for
fiscal disadvantages. Tax treatment depends on the investor’s personal situation and may be subject to future
changes. Similarly, simulated past performance is not a reliable indicator of the future performance of an investment
fund or portfolio. Since simulated performance is not based on an actual investment portfolio, these results are only
based on historical information and data.
Note about prospectus:
The current prospectus as well as the Information for Investors according to § 21 AIFMG and the Key Investor Document (KID) of the funds managed by Kathrein are at your disposal in the valid German version at the web page
www.rcm.at and/or www.kathrein.at, or are available free of charge at Kathrein Privatbank Aktiengesellschaft.
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